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XNTROBtTQT-EQW
Xb May of 2933 an tmexpeetedly large variation in the sen
sitivity of a photocell constmeteO. from an ordinary light bulb
f/as observed*

The photocell was Insensitive to the radiation

from a carbon arc unless the anode (tungsten filament.) was heated by a minimum potential drop of thirty volts.
.ment potential drops large

At

ffia*

currents {plus or minus) flowed

from the cathode to the anode; the only illumination of the surfaee being from the hot filament*

Illumination of the sell by

the carbon arc at these higher filament potential drops lnereased the current flowing from the cathode to the anode by emanate
that were much larger than the current due to illumination by
the carbon art at the minimum potential 0:
Investigation of this phenomenon was undertaken as a pro
ject for a Masters* Thesis in Engineering Physics at Montana
State College.
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B E SGRIPTIQW B F PHOTOCELL
Gonstnie-Mon
The photocell was constructed from a 60 watt,inside froste d ggas f Illedg second grade^G.E. light D u I b ff. A platinum wire
was sealed through the wall of the cell to make contact with
the photoelectric: turf ace* An approximate cross section of the
cell is shown in F i g ff 1» The glass- was- partially cleared fop
about 0.75 centimeter around the. platinum wire due to the seal*
ing processff
Atmospheric gases were admitted to the cell.during the i n 
sertion of the platinum lead* Although 0„33 gram of magnesium
ribbon was introduced into the cell for use as a getter of res
idual gases it was mot found feasible to flash the magnesium*
The vacuum assembly consisted of a glass condensation pump
using butyl pfhallate,backed by a motor driven Genco oil pimp.
The cell was connected to the. pumps for twenty four hours.. Dur
i n g this time the walls of the cell were heated to Just below
the melting point by the direct application of the blue flame
of a Bunsen burner for 4 fifteen minute intervals,in an attempt
to free the. walls of the cell of occluded gasses.
Both before and after sealing off5the application off a
75,000 volt potential from a Genco spark coil failed to produce
a visible discharge through the cell. This indicated the pres
sure within the Cell to be not higher than the order o f ICT4

millimeters of mercury*,7
The introduction of the metallic surface into the cell was
accomplished hy electrolysis through the glass .walls®

A molten

mixture of half sodium and half potassium nitrates- was. used as
the electrolyte»

The metallic layer deposited around the pla

tinum contact wire was quite transparent to daylight®
Visual spectroscopic inspection of the flame spectrum of
the deposited metal showed it to be sodium,

The spectroscope

used had sufficient power to show clearly the red lines of
calcium in a flame spectrum produced from a 1 # calcium nitrate
solution.

It was not felt that this was entirely satisfactory

hut served to give one reason to feel that very little potassIum or magnesium was present in the metal of the cathode,
Treatment After Completion
As mentioned under ^Construction” the pressure in the newIy evacuated cell was estimated to be not higher than 10"*“^ mi 11
imeters of mercury0

After about SO hours of experimental use

the application of a SOsOOO volt potential from the spark coil
caused a dim blue discharge through the cell thus ladicatlng *
pressure in the cell estimated to be of the order of K f s mill
imeters of mercury*
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EXPERIHlWiL W R Q P S
Early in the course of the experimental work it became
apparent that the photoelectric sensitivity of the cell was.
somewhat dependent on the Immediate usage of the cell prior to
the taking of data®

Apparently the passage of a thermionic

current (electrons from filament to sensitive surface) decrease
Cd the sensitivity of the cell, the passage of photoelectric
current produced the opposite effect®

This, effect was small

compared with the effect of filament potential drop upon the
sensitivity®
In order to check these minor variations in the sensitiv
ity and if possible to connect the cause of them with the major
dependence of the sensitivity on the filament potential drop,
attempts were made to regulate the sensitivity of the cell by
varying the conditions of cell operation before and during the
taking of data®

This was done by arranging the passage of

small thermionic or large photoelectric Currents through the
cell before starting to take a set of data and maintaining
these conditions of operation between the taking of successive
data,
A study was also made of the variation of the current th
rough the cell with potentials of varying sign applied to the
cathode.

The electrical connections used in obtaining current

data are shown in Figure 2.
The arc used was formed between the tips of plain, i inch.

8

carbon stickss ana drew a current of 12 amperes*

A tungsten

filament lamp operating at IlQ volts* burning magnesium,/and a
flashlight were all tried as light, sources for illuminating the
cell but proved to be ineffective*

.
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DATA
A study of the photoelectric sensitivity of the photo^
cell as a function of the. filament potential drop is shown
b y the data plotted in Big. 3» In obtaining the data for Fig.
5 an attempt was made to determine the effect of passing small
currents of the order of IO*9 ampere through the. cell between
the taking of successive data* Experimental data taken in this
manner were obtained in the interval between taking the data
for curve 2 and later the data for curve 1«
For a given filament potential drop the sensitivity of
the cell was less in the set of data shown In curve I than
for curve S 9 At a 60 volt filament, potential drop the ratio of
the currents Ig/l^ was 2=5/1.
A study of the. photoelectric sensitivity of the cell as a
function of the filament potential drop with different potent
ials applied to the cathode is shown by the data plotted in
Fig. 4» In obtaining, the data for Fig. 4 an attempt was made
to determine the effect of passing large currents averaging
5x10*7 ampere through the cell between the taking of success
ive data.
The data for curves I and 2 were obtained in this -manner
at the beginning of the r u n sthen after several sets of data
were taken in a similar manner the data for curves 3 and 4
were obtained. Finally the cell was again operated under con
ditions corresponding to those for curve I,

t:
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Ilie effect ©f applying plus 6,25 volts to the cathode in
obtaining the data for curve© 3 and 4 was to cause the passage
©f current fr obi anode to cathode until a filament potential
drop of 59 volts was reached*

The current reversed, at this

value of the filament potential drop and at the maximum fila
ment potential drop of 65 volts the current values for curves?
3 and 4 were about half the values for curves I and S*

Curve

5 was not of the same shape as curve I -but the current values
for corresponding filament potential drops mere closely the
same Indicating that the 'sensitivity of the cell had beam maintained*
In obtaining the data for figure -4 1 potentials of opposite
sign were applied to the cathode while running the cell as. before in an attempt to determine the effect ef an electrostatic
field on the passage of current through the cell*

Curve I show-

s data taken with -48.5 volts applied to .the cathode,

The cur

rent was small until a filament potential drop of 59 volts was
reached then it very rapidly rose to values that were nearly 50
times the current through the cell without any applied electrostatic, field* (See curve 2 ,fig*. 3 and curve I, fig* 4),0

Rever-

Bing the applied electrostatic field also had the effect of reversing the current at all values of.the filament potential drop
used*

The current flow from anode to cathode in this case did

not rise abruptly as in curve I but more nearly approached a

Cell Current In Amperes

12

35
45
55
Filament Potential In Volts
1,------,0 volts to cathode,arc off .I :40-10 : >0
2,----- ,0 volts to cathode ,arc off . -A l -J :25
Figure 3. Decrease of photoelectric sensitivity
with the passage of small currents.
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TABLE I
January 28, 1934
Cell Current - Filament Potential Data for Fig. 3.
Filament Potential
In Volts

Cell Current
In Amperes x 10""?

0.00
0
0.00
30
0.06
40
0.45
50
0.96
55
8.50
60
0 volts to cathode. Arc off. 9:18-9:25
0
50
35
40
50
55
60

0.00
- 0.06
- 0.06
0.00

0.12
0.32
3.40

0 volts to cathode. Arc off. 10:40-10:50
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Table II.
February 4, 1934
Cell Current - Filament Potential Data For Fig. 4.
Filament Potential
In Volts

In Amperes x IO-7
Cell Current

55
60
50
40
35
30
0
0 volts to cathode.

0.00
Arc off. 3 i30-3;37

65
60
50
40
30
0
0 volts to cathode.

5.60
1.55
0.47
0.10
0.03
0.00
Arc on.
3:37-3:50

4.85
0.94
0.27
0.07
- 0.07
-

65
60
58
50
45
40
30
0
■f 6.250 volts to cathode.
65
60
58
50
45
40
30
0

+ 6.250 volts to cathode

0.02

2.94

1.01
-

1.08
1.69
1.55
1.35
0.27
0.00
Arc of f .

4:50-5:25

4.19
1.55
0.94
1.62
1.55
1.35

0.20
0.00
Arc on . 4:50-5:25
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Table II Continued
Filament Potential I
In Volts
65
60
50
40
30
0
0 volts to cathode

Cell Current
In Amperes x 10~?

4.72
3.17
0.20
0.07
0.07
0.00
Arc off.
5:25-5:45
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linear dependence on the filament potential drop® The maximum
current value reached was slightly less than & the correspond
ing current value for curve 1»
The resistances' of the lamp filament at various, filament
potential drops were utilized to calculate the temperature of
the filament for any given voltage drop in the.range used.^

■

The plotted curve of filament potential drop against filament
temperature may be found in the appendix. The temperatures
corresponding to the working range of voltage (50-60 volts)
ran from ISSGeK to ISSO0Kc
The sodium in the photocell had at room temperature a
O

vapor pressure of 6*8 x 10"° millimeters of m e r c u r y B y use
of Langmuirs modification of the Saha equation,the temperature
at which the tungsten filament would ionize every sodium atom
that fell upon it was calculated to be QiO0Kog This meant that
any enhancement of the electron emission due to a thin layer
of sodium on the tungsten surface would occur only at temper
atures which were at least 400°C below the minimum working
temperature»% Accordingly the thermionic emission from, the
filament throughout the working range of temperatures was that
characteristic of tungsten.
It should be noted here that even with minus 90 volts sp
iled to the cathode,there was no detectable current (with the
instrument used) passing from

the cathode to the anode,when ■
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Table III
Cell Current - Filament Potential Data For Fig. 4»
Filament Potential
In Volta

I

50.0
40.0
50.0
55.0
58.0
61.8
65.0
70.0
- 48.3 volts to cathode.

2

Cell Current
In Amperes x 10"^

25.0
27.5
30.0
32.5
35.0
40.0
50.0
55.0
60.0
70.0
4- 48.3 volts to cathode

0.00
0.03
0.13
0.26
0.42
189.10
349.50
414.00
Arc. off. 4:15-4:30
-

0.25
0.83
2.69
7.05
16.67
30.10
51.30
64.10
83.30
96.10

Arc off. 4:33-4:47

the cell waa llltminated by the carbon arc and with O volte
impressed across the filament*
1 , The presence In the cell of the active photoelectric &e«
sensitizing agent^oxygen at pressures far greater than permiss
ible when working w i t h comparatively clean alkali metal surfac

es is certain.

5

(See ^Treatment After Completion* ,page 5)
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DlSOBSSIOB
Two physical hypotheses are here offered to explain the
phenomenon described in the ttISTBODSdTIOS$t»

1« The phenomenon may be explained by
photoelectric

sensitivity

&

change in the

of the sodinm sorfsms. which is due

to;
. h= The ocelnded oxygen which is a known photoelectric
desensitises being partially' driven o f f of the snrfaee
by heat energy transmitted- from the hot filament by
gas conduction and convection= 5
B p The occluded oxygen being partially driven off of
the surface by the absorption of the energy of a cur
rent of electrons fro m the hot -filament*
2, T h e photoelectric sensitivity of the surface- remains
constant and the phenomenon ma y be e x p l a i n e d in terms of the
ionization, of the gas caused by photoeleetrons being attracted
to the positive end of the filament*

A more extended statement of the first hypothesis is as
followsP At the minimum working temperature of ISBO0K the
gaseous transmission of heat from the filament becomes large
enough to drive off sufficient of the occluded oxygen to allow
the sodium surface to respond photoeleetrically to the light
sources used; jUe» the carbon arc and the heated filament* As
the filament temperature rises the sodium surface experien-

22
ees a corresponding rise in temperature and increase in photo
electric sensitivity* This process continues until at a fila
ment potential drop of 59 volts (where the curves,of Figures
.5 .and 4 turn sharply upward) the sodium surface which is com
paratively well freed of oxygen begins a copious.emission of
electrons,resulting in a large increase in the current from
cathode to anode„. .
The B part of the first hypothesis substitutes the elect
ron current from the hot filament for gas conduction and con
vection as the method of transmitting the heat which drives'
off the occluded oxygen*
Under the second hypothesis,that of constant photoelect
ric sensitivity,the number of photeelectrons reaching the fil
ament is negligible until the filament potential drop (which
is equal to the electrostatic field across the cell) reaches
the minimum working potential of «50 volts* From the 30 volt
minimum up to 59 volts the electron current from the cathode
to the anode gradually rises with the electrostatic field bet
ween the sodium surface and the plus end of the filament. At
59 volts filament potential drop the electrons begin to be
attracted to the filament with velocities sufficient to ionize
the gas molecules with which they collide. This ionization
process amplifies the photoelectric current to an extent that
accounts for the sharp upturn of the curves at 59 volts.
The supposition that the photoelectric sensitivity is con-

stanfc is reftited by the following data®

As iaentioned under

f8BXPERlMEBT-Aii DATAil on page 17 no detectable current was ObSeii="
ved upon illumination of the cell b y the carbon are with O vol
ts impressed filament potential, even though a minus 90
was applied to the cathode.^.

volts

Xf the photoelectric sensitivity

were constant the response to Illumination with an applied pot- .
ential of this magnitude should be greater than the difference
between the currents of curves I and S .of Figure 4 at the maxitem working potential of 65 volts»

'

This does not prove to be

the case»
^

The. supposition that a sudden Increase in the photoelectr

ic' sensitivity of the sodium surface occurs at a filament pot
ential drop of 59 volts (see curve I Figures 5 and 4) is highly
Improbable a

This improbability is perhaps best .shown by lnspec—

ting ourve I of Figure 4*.

m t h a potential of ,48.9 volte ap-

plied so as to make the total electrostatic field pulling elect
rons from the cathode to the plus end of the anode equal to 107.
5 volts, the current very rapidly increases.

The increase is so

rapid, in fact, that at 60 volts filament, potential drop, the
current from, the cathode to the anode has increased to 238 times
the current at 58 volts,

As. increase in the cell current of

this magnitude with such a small increase i n the filament’poten
tial drop is explainable only on a basis, of ionisation, ,
rerhaps a eeatonation of the two hypotheses will explaia
the p h e m m e n e a and still be backed b y the experimental evidence.

<24

.

.

At O volts filament potential drop the cell is photoelectricalIy
insensitive to the light from the carbon arc. regardless of ap
plied fields of the magnitude used. •At the minimum working
potential of 30 volts the. heat energy of the filament is by one .
of the means mentioned under A and B transferred to the sodium
surface at a rate fast enough to drive off the occluded oxygen
in an amount sufficient to permit the sodium surface to respond
photoelectrieally to either the carbon arc or the light from
the filamento

This last statement is apparently in accordance

with the data of curves I and B o f Figure 4 at the minimum work
ing potential.

As t h e ‘filament potential drop increases the -

photoelectric sensitivity of the cell increases by small amounts.
The increase in the electrostatic field between the cathode and
the plus end of the filament permits a greater proportion of.the
increased number of photo©Xeetrons emitted from the surface to
flow to the filament.

This statement is apparently in accord

ance with the gradual increase of current through the cell as
shown by the data plotted in curves I and B of Fig.. 4, between
the. minimum potential of thirty volts and the point of sharp,
current upturn at 59 volts filament potential difference.

At

the point of sharp upturn the photoelectrons begin to attain
speeds aided by the electrostatic field across the cell that
/O

enable them to ionize the gases i n the cell and so account for
the amplification of the current.
There are still other experimental facts to be explained

'

SB
by the combination hypothesise

Can the variation In the sensit

ivity of the cell for a given filament potential drop {see curves
I .and S of Figure 5 and curves I and 5 of Figure' 4| b e properly
explained?

When small currents pass through the cell between the

taking of successive sets of data as in the case of the curves
o f Figure -Ss. perhaps the oxygen redeposits each time?

After an

initial rapid change at the higher filament.potential.drop the
removal of the occluded oxygen slows up to the extent that the
galvanometer gives the impression of a constant reading which is
considerably less than the true reading which might be obtained
by waiting a few minutes=

This might give reduced sensitivity

in comparison with a surface, which is kept comparatively clean
of oxygen between the taking of successive sets of data by the
maintenance of high filament potential drops between readings =
!Bhe downturn of curves S and 4 of Figure 4 and curve S of Fig
ure 4i indicates that the

very

considerable electronic emission

of the hot filament will 9 if given, a chance? flow as a current
'
to the sodium surface® g
IS therefore seems fairly safe to say that a combination
hypothesis of gas ionization due to photoelectrons moving across
the cell under the Influence of the electrostatic field, and a
change- -of sensitivity of the sodium surface due to a loss of .oc
cluded oxygen from gas conduction and convection of the heat
from the filament does satisfactorily explain the phenomenon«
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sTamary 28 s; 1955
Xfl6548? volta applies through S Q it-OOB
ohms and O »01 shunt gives an average
deflection of 12*025 centimeters»
Sensitivity-is 6»415 % IO^B amperes
per millimeter^
Galvanometer calibration for Table 2 9. P i g c, 5?
February 4*. 1954
1*5442? volts through 'SOifBOO ohms
and BcBl shunt, gives a n average deflection
of H o 45- centimeters o.
Sensitivity is 6oT4 s IOa^ amperes per
millimeter.,.
Galvanometer calibration for Table S 5- pig* 4*
Same as Table 1»
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